Blue Ain't Your Color

Count: 48  Wall: 4  Level: Intermediate
Choreographer: Roy Verdonk (nl), José Miguel Belloque Vane (nl)
Music: Blue Ain't Your Color - Keith urban

Intro: after approximately 2 seconds (straight when beat kicks in)

Tag: after wall 4 facing 12.00 o'clock

Slide L, Slide R
1-2-3  Lf step left, Rf drag next to Lf over 2 counts
4-5-6  Rf step right, Lf drag next to Rf over 2 counts

Step, Sweep, 1/2 Turn R
1-2-3  Lf step forward, make sweep with Rf from back to front
4-5-6  Rf cross in front of Lf, make 1/4 turn right stepping Lf back, make 1/4 turn right
stepping Rf right (06.00)

Step, Sweep, 1/2 Turn R
1-2-3  Lf step forward, make sweep with Rf from back to front
4-5-6  Rf cross in front of Lf, make 1/4 turn right stepping Lf back, make 1/4 turn right
stepping Rf right (12.00)

Step, Touch, Hold, Back, Touch, Hold
1-2-3  Lf step forward, Rf touch right, hold
4-5-6  Rf cross behind Lf, Lf touch left, hold

Twinkle With 1/4 Turn L, Weave
1-2-3  Lf cross in front of Rf, make 1/4 turn left stepping Rf back (9.00), Lf step left
4-5-6  Rf cross in front of Lf, Lf step left, Rf cross behind Lf

1/4 Turn L With Drag, 1/4 Turn R With Drag
1-2-3  make 1/4 turn left stepping Lf forward (6.00), Rf drag next to Lf over 2 counts
4-5-6  make 1/4 turn right stepping Rf right, Lf drag next to Rf over 2 counts (9.00)
(NB: arms optional; put both hand in front of face with handpalms outwards on counts 1-2-3, open arms to the side on counts 4-5-6)

Step, Kick R On Diagonal, Hold, Coaster R
1-2-3  Lf step forward, Rf kick on right diagonal, hold
4-5-6  Rf step back, Lf step together, Rf step forward
(NB: arms optional; raise both hands forward and up on counts 1-2-3, bring both hands in next to waist on counts 4-5-6)
**Step , Sweep With 1/2 Turn L, Weave**

1-2-3   Lf step forward, Rf sweep from back to front over 2 counts making 1/2 turn left (3.00)
4-5-6   Rf cross in front of Lf, Lf step left, Rf cross behind Lf

**Tag (12 counts)**

You Will Do The Tag After Wall 4 Facing 12.00 O’clock

**Slide L, Slide R , 1/2 Turn R**

1-2-3   Lf step left, Rf drag next to Lf over 2 counts
4-5-6   Rf step right, Lf drag next to Rf over 2 counts
&   make 1/2 turn right (6.00)

**Slide L, Slide R , 1/2 Turn R**

1-2-3   Lf step left, Rf drag next to Lf over 2 counts
4-5-6   Rf step right, Lf drag next to Rf over 2 counts
&   make 1/2 turn right (12.00)